
Email from Cyndy Knighton 

 

Thank you all for reaching out to me and offering your time and 

skills in making face mask. I continue to coordinate with local aerospace 

company, Sekisui Aerospace, on getting the masks cut out on an industrial 

scale. For the record, it is pronounced "sek-eh-soo-ee." 

 

Sekisui is doing a test cut tomorrow using a pattern recommended by Valley 

Medical Hospital. SVG files were made available, making this a great 

resource. You can view the pattern at 

https://www.craftpassion.com/face-mask-sewing-pattern/. Several of you 

have sent patterns you have been using and most appear to be of similar 

construction or shape. Of importance to many recipients is the ability to 

insert N95 masks into the cover, and this mask can be made to allow that 

use. 

 

The importance of the test cut is to determine if the existing blades that 

they use to cut carbon fiber will work on 100% cotton fabric. If the test 

cut is not successful, the company will consider purchasing a new cutting 

head, which is $11,000. I, for one, hope tomorrow's test cut is 

successful. Sekisui is very committed to this work and my contact with the 

company has been given a budget of $10,000 to purchase the materials to 

make these masks kits. I have provided him contact information to two 

fabric suppliers and a local quilt shop who has been working with my guild 

by matching dollar for dollar in fabric purchased for our mask making 

efforts. 

 

How quickly these masks can be cut and distributed depends on 

tomorrow's test cut and obtaining the fabric. How much can be cut depends 

on fabric availability as well as the volunteers such as you and your 

organizations are offering for the sewing. Please continue to share this 

call with your guilds, organizations, groups, and other fellow sewists. 

 

Distribution of the completed masks is my next challenge. I am 

currently planning on setting up 1-3 "hub locations" if you will 

for pick up of the cut masks. I am in the Covington/Maple Valley area. 

Many of you are in the south Pierce/Thurston County area and others are in 

Snohomish County. A couple are even in Moses Lake, but I'm not driving 

over there. You will have to rely on a different method for getting masks. 

 

Email is my preferred contact as I can send out emails to much larger 

groups than I can phone or text with. However, do not hesitate to call if 

you need to discuss something. I am still teleworking my normal M-F job 

and doing this, so please be patient. 

 

Cyndy 

https://www.craftpassion.com/face-mask-sewing-pattern/

